The bright idea celebrates 5 years
It all began back in 2014 (or there abouts) when Patrick Mulligan had a bright idea. His family had been
involved in running pubs and he had continued that tradition. He had always bought beer from breweries and
wholesalers so he thought why not produce our own beers!
Patrick set up a tiny brewery in the cellars in the White Hart pub in Whitechapel but what to call the brewery?
Originally called Mulligans, the address, One Mile End, provided more inspiration and the new brewery was
really off. The kit was given a once over by John Keeling ex of Fuller’s fame who said ‘Yeah that will brew
beer’.
Within a short time it was clear that the brewery did not have the capacity needed to match the demand for
the beer so a search was on for something bigger. Sometimes fate takes a hand. Redemption, in Tottenham,
were moving into bigger premises (around the
corner) and in 2016, One Mile End moved into
their old building! They have now been joined by
Bohem and Ora, in nearby premises, meaning that
this little enclave could provide the northern
equivalent (eventually) to the Bermondsey Mile!
Pierre Warburton is the current brewer and only
the third one, following Simon (who went abroad)
and then Ollie (who joined Fourpure on the day
they were taken over by Lion). Pierre explained
how he got there: ‘I did a Masters in Geology
focusing on gold production. I came to London to
find a job as an analyst but I got talking to brewers.
One Mile End was expanding and asked me to join
them and that was almost 4 years ago’.
One Mile End is a smallish operation brewing three times a week with a 12.5 barrel brew length. In running
the brewery, Pierre is joined by just Sam, as the other Co Director, and Terry as the Sales Manager. But
despite its size, the brewery has not stagnated since its move to Tottenham. Pierre commented ‘There has
been the removal of the open fermenters and a move to closed, conical ones and we are expecting delivery of
another two shortly’.
Changes have also occurred with the beer sales; Pierre clarified, ‘20%
is now cask with 20% cans and the rest keg. About 40% of the beer
goes through Patrick’s pubs, The White Hart and The Alma, in N1’.
The beer range has also been tweaked. ‘Paler, fruity beers are at our
heart’ Patrick added. ‘This is why we have dropped the mild (Great
Tom); it didn’t really fit with our image’. But doesn’t mean that all
the beers will be pale. ‘We intend to do a sessionable stout but it will
be towards Christmas when this will take off’ added Pierre.
Core beers include Juicy 4pm, Snakecharmer, Salvation and Jazz
Police but look out for the deliciously strong, Pierre de Garde, which
gets better and better with age.

Getting hold of One Mild End’s beers is easier than for a lot of
smaller breweries. There is a Tap Room, which is open on
Saturdays, as well as the two pubs based near markets: White
Hart in Whitechapel Market and the Alma in Chapel Market.
They provide a good excuse for combining some shopping with
a good reason to pop into these locally focused pubs and find
some tasty refreshment!
TASTING NOTES
From CAMRA London Tasting Panel.
Bavarian Breakfast Wheat 5% (Keg only)
Bananas and lemon are prominent on the nose and palate of this
naturally hazy beer. Some sweet malty bready character fading in
the aftertaste, which is spicy. Hints of melon and citrus peel.
Pale and wheat malts; Perle and Huell Melon
Salvation 4.4%
Citrus and tropical fruits are balanced by digestive biscuits in this easy drinking golden ale. A spicy hoppy
bitterness becomes more evident and lingers with a warmness and a little dryness. A little marmalade is also
present.
Pale,Wheat, Caramalt, Crystal malts. Falcomers Blend: Columbus, Centennial, Cascade, Mosaic, Cluster, Citra,
Chinook
Juicy 4pm 4.9%
Smooth, yellow beer with strong citrus and mango flavours
and a touch of biscuit becoming more hoppy and bitter on
drinking. Spicy notes in the finish.
Pale, Oats, Wheat; Citra, Mosaic, Azacca hops
Pierre de Garde 10%
20 months old real ale in a bottle.
Dark amber rich warming beer with complex Dundee
marmalade and fruit cake flavours overlaid with sweet
caramel toffee. Bittersweet finish with a little spicy hops.
Aroma is malty with alcohol and caramelised fruit.
Pale Special B, Munich. Crystal; Perle hops; Kolsch yeast

